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Abstract: On the basis of the zero-temperature grand canonical ensemble generalization of 
the energy E[N,Ns,v,B] for fractional particle N and spin Ns numbers, the energy surface over 
the ),( sNN  plane is displayed and analyzed in the case of homogeneous external magnetic 
fields )(rB v . The (negative of the) left/right-side derivatives of the energy with respect to  
N, ↑N , and ↓N  give the fixed- sN , spin-up, and spin-down ionization potentials/electron 
affinities, respectively, while the derivative of ],,,[ BvNNE s  with respect to sN  gives the 
(signed) half excitation energy to a state with 
sN  increased (or decreased) by 2. The highest 
occupied and lowest unoccupied Kohn-Sham spin-orbital energies are identified as the 
corresponding spin-up and spin-down ionization potentials and electron affinities. The 
excitation energies to the states with 2±sN  can be obtained as the differences between the 
lowest unoccupied and the opposite-spin highest occupied spin-orbital energies, if the ),( sNN  
representation of the Kohn-Sham spin-potentials is used. The cases where the convexity 
condition on the energy does not hold are also discussed. Finally, the discontinuities of the 
energy derivatives and the Kohn-Sham potential are analyzed and related. 
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I. Introduction 
 
 The great success of density functional theory (DFT) [1,2] in quantum chemistry and 
solid-state physics stems from its use of the electron density as basic variable in the place of 
the complicated many-variable, complex wavefunction. The cornerstone of DFT is the fact 
that there exists a functional 
           ∫+= rdrvrnnFnEv
vvv )()(][][         (1) 
of the electron density )(rn v  whose minimum over )(rn v 's of a given norm N, 
      ∫= rdrnN
vv)(  ,         (2) 
delivers the ground-state energy of an N-electron system in a given external potential )(rv v ,  
    { }∫+= rdrvrnnFvNE Nn vvva )()(][min],[  ,       (3) 
and the minimizing )(rn v  is the ground-state density of the system [3-5]. This minimization 
principle leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation 
     µδ
δ
=+ )()(
][
rv
rn
nF v
v          (4) 
for the ground-state density in )(rv v , with the Lagrange multiplier µ  corresponding to the 
conservation constraint on the norm Eq.(2) of )(rn v . 
 A spin-resolved version of DFT has also been developed [6,7] (see also [8-10]), with 
the spin-up )(rn v↑  and spin-down )(rn
v
↓  densities, or the total electron density )(rn
v
 plus the 
spin-polarization density )(rns v , as basic variables. The increased degree of freedom due to the 
new variable enables spin-polarized DFT to treat an additional, (collinear) magnetic external 
field )(rB v  beside the electrostatic potential )(rv v , and as recognized later (see, e.g., [9,11]), 
the lowest-lying state with any given spin number  
           ∫= rdrnN ss
vv)(  ,         (5) 
i.e., not only the ground state. The corresponding generalization of the minimization principle 
Eq.(3) is 
  { }∫∫ −+= rdrBrnrdrvrnnnFBvNNE essNnNns ss vvvvvvaa )()()()(],[min],,,[ , β  .     (6) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations arising from Eq.(6) for the determination of the lowest-lying 
state with given N and sN  in external fields )(rv v  and )(rB v  are 
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     µδ
δ
=+ )()(
],[
rv
rn
nnF s v
v        (7a) 
and 
     se
s
s rB
rn
nnF µβδ
δ
=− )()(
],[ v
v  ,      (7b) 
in the ),( sNN  representation, or 
           ↑
↑
↓↑
=−+ µβδ
δ )()()(
],[
rBrv
rn
nnF
e
vv
v  ,     (8a) 
and 
           ↓
↓
↓↑
=++ µβδ
δ )()()(
],[
rBrv
rn
nnF
e
vv
v  ,     (8b) 
in the ),( ↓↑ NN  representation. The Lagrange multipliers µ , sµ , or ↑µ , ↓µ , emerge from the 
fixation of the particle number and the spin number, or the spin particle numbers 
          ∫= rdrnN
vv)(σσ  ,        ↓=↑,σ  ,      (9) 
respectively. The connection between the two representations is given by 
     ( ))()(
2
1)( rnrnrn s vvv +=↑      (10a) 
and 
     ( ))()(
2
1)( rnrnrn s vvv −=↓  .    (10b) 
For the treatment of a general magnetic field )(rB vv , the involvement of the magnetization 
density )(rm vv  is necessary in the place of its third component, )(rnse vβ−  [6,7]; however, in 
this theory, the magnetic field still couples only to the spin of the electrons. To include 
coupling to orbital currents as well, and to treat diamagnetic effects, a more general extension 
of DFT is needed – namely, current-density functional theory, either in a non-relativistic or a 
relativistic form [7,12]. 
 To have unique derivatives in the above Euler-Lagrange equations, a generalization of 
DFT for noninteger particle and spin numbers is necessary. The cornerstone of such a 
generalization is the extension of the energy ],[ vNE , or ],,,[ BvNNE s , for fractional values 
of N and 
sN . A natural way to achieve this is the zero-temperature grand canonical ensemble 
definition for E of Perdew et al. [13] (see also [2,14,15]); namely, 
     
[ ]Γ=
Γ
ˆˆTrinf],[
ˆ
vN
HvNE
a
 .      (11) 
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In the spin-polarized case, this can be given as [16] 
        [ ]Γ=
Γ
ˆˆTrinf],,,[
,
,
ˆ
BvNNs
HBvNNE
sa
 ,     (12) 
In Eqs.(11) and (12), the infima are searched for under the constraint NN =Γ]ˆˆ[Tr , and under 
NN =Γ]ˆˆ[Tr  and ss NN =Γ]ˆˆ[Tr , respectively, with Γˆ  denoting general mixed states, 
∑ ΨΨ=Γ
j
jjj gˆ , where jΨ  are Fock space vectors, and 0≥jg  and 1=∑
j
jg . Eq.(12) 
can be written also with ),( ↓↑ NN  in the place of ),( sNN , because of the one-to-one 
correspondence between ),( sNN  and ),( ↓↑ NN . With the above generalization of the energy, 
DFT and SDFT are naturally extendable for fractional N and sN  via Lieb's Legendre-
transform formulation of DFT [2,16]. The Lagrange multipliers µ , sµ , and σµ  in Eqs.(4), (7) 
and (8) can be identified as chemical potentials, namely, as the derivatives of the energy with 
respect to N, 
sN , and σN , respectively [17,18,13,19]. (Generally, the Lagrange multipliers 
are derivatives of the minimum of the minimized functional with respect to the constrained 
quantity they are accounting for.) The energy can be generalized in a temperature dependent 
way, too, giving a finite-temperature grand canonical ensemble definition for it [20-23], 
which should yield Eqs.(11) and (12) in the zero-temperature limit. 
 Provided the ground-state energy )(
..
ME sg  of systems of integer number (M) of 
electrons is a convex function of the electron number at fixed )(rv v  (for which there is 
experimental, and also numerical, evidence for Coulombic potentials [1,13]), Eq.(11) yields 
the energy for a general particle number as [13] 
    ],1[],[)1(],[ vMEvMEvNE ++−= ωω  ,     (13) 
with )(],[ ].[. MEvME vsg=  and )1(],1[ ].[. +=+ MEvME vsg , and M the integer part of N, and 
ω  the fractional part of N (i.e., MN −=ω ). Eq.(13) shows that )(NE  is composed of 
straight-line segments connecting the integer particle-number values. Consequently, there are 
discontinuities in )(NE 's derivative at integer N's. On the basis of Eq.(4), these then imply 
discontinuities in )(
][
rn
nF
vδ
δ
, too. With Eq.(13), the chemical potential µ  in Eq.(4) can be shown 
to be equal to minus the ionization potential I or the electron affinity A [13], depending on the 
side the derivative is taken on (for integer N); namely, 
        AvNEvNE
N
vNE
−=−+==
+
+ ],[],1[],[∂
∂µ    (14a) 
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and 
        IvNEvNE
N
vNE
−=−−==
−
− ],1[],[],[∂
∂µ  .   (14b) 
The above result is valid for noninteracting electrons, too. Further, separating the interaction-
free part, that is, the single-particle kinetic-energy density functional ][nTs , in ][nF  
[ ][][][])[][(][ nJnEnTnTnFnT xcs
def
ss ++=−+= , with ][nJ  the classical Coulomb repulsion 
part], Eq.(4) can be written as 
     µδ
δ
=+ )()(
][
rv
rn
nT
KS
s v
v  ,       (15) 
with 
        )()(
][
)(
][)()(
])[][()( rv
rn
nJ
rn
nE
rv
rn
nTnF
rv xcsKS
v
vv
v
v
v
++=+
−
= δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
 .    (16) 
In Eq.(16), )(
][)(
rn
nE
rv xcxc v&
v
δ
δ
=  is the so-called exchange-correlation (xc) potential, the only part 
to be approximated in a Kohn-Sham calculation. From the above, 
        
+
+
=
+
+
=
+
+
+
=−== ∑∑ 1
1
1
1
..
],[
N
N
i
i
N
i
i
KSps
N
vNE
εεε∂
∂µ    (17a) 
and 
        
−
−
=
−
=
−
−
−
=−== ∑∑ N
N
i
i
N
i
i
KSps
N
vNE
εεε∂
∂
µ
1
11
..
],[
   (17b) 
[24], where +iε  ( −iε ) are the orbital energies of the one-particle equations 
   )()()()(
2
1 2
rururvru iiiKSi
vvvv
ε=+∇−  , Ni ,...,1=  ,    (18) 
the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations, with a potential )(rvKS v+  [ )(rvKS v− ] obtained with the right- 
[left-] side derivatives taken in Eq.(16). Comparing Eqs.(14) and (17), the highest-occupied 
orbital energy −Nε  of the KS equations with potential )(rvKS v−  is identified with minus the 
ionization potential I of the interacting electron system, and the lowest-unoccupied orbital 
energy + +1Nε  of the KS equations with potential )(rvKS v+  with minus the electron affinity A [13]. 
Utilizing the result [25,26] (see also [27,28]) that 
     IvKSN −=∞− )(ε  ,       (19) 
the asymptotic value of )(rvKS v−  is obtained as 
           0)( =∞−KSv        (20) 
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(except possibly for the zero-measure nodal surface of the highest occupied KS orbital [29]). 
This means that the accurate KS potentials, with zero asymptotic value, determined from ab 
initio densities [30] can be considered as )(rvKS v− , i.e., the left-side derivative of the 
][][ nTnE sv −  that is given by the zero-temperature grand canonical ensemble generalization 
of the energy. 
 The spin-polarized case is more complicated. A difficult point in obtaining a spin-
polarized version of Eq.(13) is that there are several M-electron and (M+1)-electron states, 
which have to be “paired” in some way to obtain proper weighted averages corresponding to 
the (M+ω)-electron states. Without a generalization of Eq.(13) for SDFT, it is difficult to 
explore the energy surface ),( sNNE  and to calculate the energy derivatives with respect to N 
and 
sN . Relying on their infinite separation approach [15], Yang and coworkers have recently 
given some insight into what the shape of ),( sNNE  should look like [31], irrespective of the 
concrete form of the definition of the energy for fractional N and 
sN , but only in the case of 
ground states without an external magnetic field. (Note also that since they base their 
arguments on the spin-independent ][nEv  functional, connected with ],[ vNE , their 
conclusions do not directly apply to ],,,[ BvNNE s .) Perdew and Sagvolden [32], generalizing 
their earlier, spin-independent study [33], made an explicit analysis of the special case of the 
ground-state hydrogen atom plus/minus a fractional number of electrons, exhibiting the 
discontinuity of the spin-polarized xc potential. Attempts [34,35] have also been made to 
describe the whole energy surface; however, as will be pointed out, with errors. 
  In this paper, the proper generalization of Eq.(13) for the spin-polarized case will be 
presented, and the shape of the ),( sNNE  surface will be revealed, in the case of 
homogeneous magnetic fields. The left/right-side energy derivatives with respect to N, ↑N , 
and ↓N  will be shown to give minus the fixed- sN , spin-up, and spin-down ionization 
potentials/electron affinities, respectively, while the energy derivative with respect to sN  
gives (signed) half excitation energies to states with sN  increased (or decreased) by 2. The 
highest-occupied and lowest-unoccupied Kohn-Sham spin-orbital energies will be identified 
as minus the corresponding spin-up and spin-down ionization potentials and electron 
affinities. The excitation energies to the states with 2±sN  will be obtained as differences 
between lowest-unoccupied and opposite-spin highest-occupied spin-orbital energies. Finally, 
the discontinuities of the spin-polarized KS (or xc) potentials will be exhibited and 
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quantitatively connected in the two representations of SDFT. Throughout the paper, M, ↑M , 
and ↓M  denote integer electron number, integer spin-up electron number, and integer spin-
down electron number, respectively, while sM  denotes integer spin number that is composed 
of integer spin-up and spin-down electron numbers, i.e., ↓↑ −= MMM s . (We emphasize that 
sM  is not to be confused with the often similarly denoted total spin, 2/)( ↓↑ − NN . Note that 
the total spin could be used in the place of the spin number, but with the use of the spin 
number, the transformation to ),( ↓↑ NN  takes a simpler form.) Further, ),(.. ssl MME  signifies 
the energy of the lowest-lying energy-eigenstate with electron number M and spin number 
sM , in a given ))(),(( rBrv vv , that is also a particle-number ( Nˆ ) and a spin ( zSˆ ) eigenstate. If 
M has no relevance in a given situation, simply )(
.. ssl ME  will be written. 
 
II. The energy surface 
 
A. The fixed, integer particle number cut of ),( sNNE  
 
 The energy ],,,[ BvNNE s  for fractional spin numbers, at a given integer particle 
number M, is naturally defined as the minimum of ψψ BvH ,ˆ  over the domain of M-particle 
wavefunctions that give spin number sN , 
    MBvMNs
HBvNME
sM
ψψ
ψ ,
ˆmin],,,[
a
=  .     (21) 
],,,[ BvNNE ↓↑  can be obtained simply by writing ↓↑ += NNM  and ↓↑ −= NNNs  in 
Eq.(21). The above definition gives just the Li ground-state energy for the state 
( 4.1,6.1 == ↓↑ NN ), with nuclear charge Z=3, e.g., and for any ( 3;1,2 =+=−= ↓↑ ZNN ωω ), 
with 10 ≤≤ ω ). This linear connection between the 1=sN  and 1−=sN  Li ground states is in 
accordance with the constancy condition of Yang and coworkers [36], obtained on the basis of 
their infinite separation method [15]. 
 In the case of homogeneous magnetic fields, Eq.(21) reduces to the form 
     








=== ∑∑∑
−=−=−=
1||,||),(||min],,,[ 22
..
2
}{
M
MM
Ms
M
MM
sM
M
MM
sslM
c
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
sM
cNMcMMEcBvNME  .   (22) 
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To obtain this expression, expand Mψ  in Eq.(21) into BvH ,ˆ ’s eigenfunctions iMψ : ∑= i iMiM cψψ . 
With this, ∑= i iiMBvM EcH
2
,
||ˆ ψψ , and { },...||||min],,,[ ;22}{ si isii iics NMcEcBvNME i == ∑∑ . 
Since the minimum is searched, every term that has )( ;.. issli MEE >  will have a zero ic , 
yielding Eq.(22) after a re-indexation of the remaining terms. 
 If, in the case of homogeneous magnetic fields, )(
.. ssl ME , for a fixed integer N, is 
convex with respect to sM , Eq.(21) yields a straight-line connection between the )(.. ssl ME  
values. Namely, 
     )2,(
2
),(
2
1),( ±+





−=± s
s
s
s
ss MMEMMEMME
ωω
ω  ,  (23a) 
with 
      20 ≤≤ sω  .     (23b) 
 A function (or functional) f(x) is said to be convex if 
    )()()1())1(( 2121 xfxfxxf αααα +−≤+−    (24a) 
for 10 << α . For discrete variables x, the above definition is worth giving in the form 
    )()(1)( 2
12
1
1
12
1 xf
xx
xx
xf
xx
xx
xf
−
−
+





−
−
−≤  ,   (24b) 
for any 21 xxx << , by applying the transformation 21)1( xxx αα +−= . For a convex )(ME , 
it implies 
       )1(
2
1)1(
2
1)( ++−≤ MEMEME  , 
i.e., 
    )()1()1()( MEMEMEME −+≤−−  ,     (25) 
or for a convex )( sME , 
        )2(
2
1)2(
2
1)( ++−≤ sss MEMEME  , 
i.e., 
    )()2()2()( ssss MEMEMEME −+≤−−  .     (26) 
 If for the 
sM 's of an interval ],[ 21 ss MM , Eq.(24) does not hold for )(.. ssl ME , those 
energy values are simply left out from the straight-line connection. That is, Eq.(21) yields a 
convex )( sNE  curve anyway; this )( sNE  is the convex hull (or envelope) of )(.. ssl ME  
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(following simply from a form like Eq.(22) [2]). Fig. 1 gives an illustration of this with the 
case of the Nitrogen atom. 
 
 
Figure 1. The )]0,/7,,7[()( rNENE ss −=  curve of the Nitrogen atom. 
 
 To see the straight-line segment character [Eq.(23)] of )( sNE  given by Eq.(21), 
consider an 
sM  for which the energy )(.. ssl ME  fulfils Eq.(24), i.e., 
   )()(1)( 2
..12
1
1
..12
1
.. ssl
ss
ss
ssl
ss
ss
ssl MEMM
MMME
MM
MMME
−
−
+





−
−
−≤     (27) 
for any 21 sss MMM << . For ss MN = , the minimum of MBvM H ψψ ,ˆ  will be at the lowest-
lying eigenstate JMψ  with sJs NM = , since any other energy-eigenstate iMψ  appearing as a 
component in 





=∑
i
i
MM ψψ , with, say, sis NM < , would have to be neutralized by another 
i
Mψ (s), with sis NM > , for the average of isM 's to give sN  – but because of Eq.(27), this 
would increase MBvM H ψψ ,ˆ . For an sN  that is not an sM , the minimum of MBvM H ψψ ,ˆ  
will be the corresponding weighted averages of the two nearest sM  energy values, 
( ) )()(1)( 21 sss MEcMEcNE +−=  (corresponding to 21)1( JMJMM cc ψψψ +−= ), with 12
1
ss
ss
MM
MN
c
−
−
= . 
This is so because along any other iMψ  appearing in Mψ , with 1sis MM < , another iMψ (s), with 
2
s
i
s MM > , should appear, which would again increase MBvM H ψψ ,ˆ , due to Eq.(27). 
Between 1
sM  and 2sM , )()(1)( 2
..12
1
1
..12
1
.. ssl
ss
ss
ssl
ss
ss
ssl MEMM
MM
ME
MM
MM
ME
−
−
+





−
−
−> ; therefore any 
Ns 
E 
1 5 -1 -3 3 -5 
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i
Mψ  with 21 siss MMM <<  appearing in Mψ  would just increase MBvM H ψψ ,ˆ . In summary, 
the )( sNE  curve yielded by Eq.(21) can be described by the formula Eq.(23), where )( sME  
(or )2( ±sME ) is just the energy )(.. ssl ME  (or )2(.. ±ssl ME ) if )(.. ssl ME  (or )2(.. ±ssl ME ) 
satisfies Eq.(27) (i.e., convexity); otherwise )()(
.. ssls MEME <  (or )2()2( .. ±<± ssls MEME ). 
 
B. The whole surface 
 
 Before presenting the formula that describes the energy surface ),( sNNE , it may be 
useful to consider some possibilities that may be intuitively appealing. In the ),( ↓↑ NN  
representation of spin-polarized DFT, one would naturally except the )5.1,2( == ↓↑ NN  state 
(with nuclear charge Z=3), e.g., to be the 50%-50% mixture of the Li and the Be-like Li– 
ground states )1,2( == ↓↑ NN  and )2,2( == ↓↑ NN . In that case, the energy ],,,[ BvNNE ↓↑  
could be defined e.g. by the zero-temperature grand canonical ensemble scheme “applied” to 
the ↑N  and ↓N  parameters separately: 
         ],,,1[],,,[)1(],,,[ BvNMEBvNMEBvNME ↓↑↑↓↑↑↓↑↑ ++−=+ ωωω  , 
which yields 
        ],,1,[)1(],,,[)1)(1(],,,[ BvMMEBvMMEBvNNE +−+−−= ↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑ ωωωω  
              ],,1,1[],,,1[)1( BvMMEBvMME ++++−+ ↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑ ωωωω  .   (28) 
However, one should be careful because in this way many states are redefined: not all 
fractional σN  states correspond to fractional N states (e.g., 6.1=↑N  and 4.1=↓N ), which 
states are therefore already defined (according to Eq.(21)). Writing ↓↑ −= ωω 1  in Eq.(28), the 
contradiction with Eq.(21) becomes apparent, Eq.(21) giving a constant value for ground 
states, as pointed out above. Another point against Eq.(28) is the lack of derivative 
discontinuity with respect to the particle number along the ↓↑ = ωω  path. The necessity of a 
derivative discontinuity at integer N’s [13,15,31,32] rules out similarly the ),( sNNE  surface 
obtained by Vargas et al. [35], since they found no derivative discontinuity along the 
↓↑ = NN  path between the Li
+
 and Li– ground states, e.g. (Of course, it is possible to define 
),( ↓↑ NNE  for fractional particle numbers in a way that yields no discontinuity at integer N’s; 
however, Janak's functional, used in [35], in itself does not give any fractional N extension – 
it is a formal framework.) 
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 The ),( sNN  representation has the advantage that it treats the N dependence 
separately. With the use of it, the energy for a general N may naturally be expected to be 
defined as 
       ],,,1[],,,[)1(],,,[ BvNMEBvNMEBvNNE sss ++−= ωω  .    (29) 
Eq.(29) does better than Eq.(28) in that it yields a derivative discontinuity at integer N’s. With 
Eq.(29), however, the )3;5.0,5.3( === ZNN s  state, e.g., is a mixture of the 
)25.1,75.1( == ↓↑ NN  and )75.1,25.2( == ↓↑ NN  states, and not of the Li and Li– ground 
states, contradicting Eq.(21), which gives a straight-line interpolation between )1,3( == sNN  
and )0,4( == sNN . 
 Now we turn directly to the zero-temperature grand canonical ensemble definition 
Eq.(12) to derive the searched energy surface formula. In Eq.(12), the states a statistical 
mixture Γˆ  is composed of are not required to have the given sN  separately, but only their 
average spin number has to give sN . (Of course, constraining the allowed type of Γˆ ’s in 
Eq.(12) to ones that are composed of states all having the given 
sN  would be a great help, but 
is unjustified physically.) Eq.(12) gives a convex surface, similar to Eq.(21) giving a convex 
curve. If the energy of the lowest-lying spin eigenstates of BvH ,ˆ  with particle number M and 
spin number 
sM , ),(.. ssl MME , is convex with respect to ),( sMM , Eq.(12) gives back the 
corresponding eigenenergies for ),( sMM s, with a straight-line connection between them. 
Eq.(12) gives Eq.(21) for integer N’s and NNN s ≤≤− , if the energy ],,,[ BvNME s  given 
by Eq.(21) is convex with respect to M. This is simply because Eq.(21) is the convex hull of 
),(
.. ssl MME  for a fixed M, while Eq.(12) is the convex hull of the whole ),(.. ssl MME . In 
this sense, Eq.(21) can be considered as a fixed-M cut of the energy surface. (Of course, 
mathematically Eq.(12)’s fixed-M cut is nothing else than Eq.(12) with N=M, but with this, no 
additional information is gained.) 
 To discover the energy surface defined by Eq.(12), it is worth giving it in the form 
 { }1,,),(inf],,,[
,,,,
..}{
==== ∑∑∑∑
s ss ss ss s
sMM
MM MMMM MMsMM sMMMM sslMMps
pNMpNMpMMEpBvNNE  .   (30) 
To obtain this form, expand the Fock-space vectors jΨ  of the density operator in  
Eq.(12) into particle number eigenstates Mψ . With this, jMBvMj jMjMBv HpH ψψ ,,, ˆ]ˆˆ[Tr ∑=Γ , 
j
MsMj
j
M
j
Ms NpN ψψ ˆ]ˆˆ[Tr
,
∑=Γ , and ∑=Γ Mj
j
MMpN
,
]ˆˆ[Tr . Now, expand jMψ  into the eigenstates of 
 12 
BvH ,ˆ  to obtain ∑=Γ kMj k
j
Mk
j
MBv MEcpH
,,
2
,
)(||]ˆˆ[Tr  and ∑=Γ kMj MksjMkjMs McpN ,, ;2||]ˆˆ[Tr . Since the 
infimum of ]ˆˆ[Tr
,
ΓBvH  is taken, terms with ),()( ;.. Mksslk MMEME >  will have a zero kc . After 
a re-indexation in k, and introducing 2|| jMkjMjMk cpp = , this gives the above form for ],,,[ BvNNE s . 
Note that the index j can be ignored in this expression, since that additional degree of freedom 
of varying jMMsp s does not have any effect in the minimization. 
 The three-dimensional extension of the straight-line connection of two-dimensional 
points is a triangular connection formula. The surface yielded by Eq.(12) can be described by 
the following formula: 
 )1,(),1(),()1(),( ±+±+−−=±± ↓↑↓↓↑↑↓↑↓↑↓↓↑↑ MMEMMEMMEMME ωωωωωω , (31a) 
with 
         10 ≤+≤ ↓↑ ωω  ,     (31b) 
where ↑ω  and ↓ω  are nonnegative real numbers, and ↑M  and ↓M  are integers. (In Eq.(31a), 
all ±  are in synch.) ),( ↓↑ MME  is just ),(.. ↓↑ MME sl  if ),(.. ↓↑ MME sl  is convex with respect 
to ),( ↓↑ MM  [37] (or equivalently, with respect to ),( sMM  – which is a stricter condition 
than convexity with respect to M and with respect to sM ). Eq.(31a) has been given also by 
Chan [34], but with an incorrect condition for the omegas; namely, 10 << σω . Note that 
Eq.(31b) is crucial to obtain a correct surface; otherwise, a similar error occurs as in the case 
of [35]. In the ),( sNN  representation (see Fig. 2 for a help), the above formula takes the form 
         )1,1(
2
)1,1(
2
),()1(),( msssssss MMEMMEMMEMME ±
−
+±±
+
+−=+±
ωωωω
ωωω  , (32a) 
with 
    10 ≤≤ ω      and  ωω ≤s  ,   (32b) 
where M and (M+Ms)/2 are integer. 
 It is also useful to give the energy surface formula in a form that describes the 
triangular elements of the surface from the bottom to the top: 
 )2,(
2
),(
2
1)1,1(),( ++





−−++±=+± sssssss MMEMMEMMEMME
ωω
ωωωω  , (33a) 
with 
   10 ≤≤ ω      and  )1(20 ωω −≤≤ s  .   (33b) 
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Eq.(33) is valid also with a minus instead of the plus after the sM 's. It can be observed that, 
for 0=ω , Eq.(33) reduces to Eq.(23), as is expected. 
 
 
Figure 2. Segment of the ),( ↓↑ NN  plane. 
 
 If ),(
.. ssl MME  is not convex over an interval ],[ 21 ss MM , or ],[ 21 MM , Eq.(31) (and 
Eqs.(32) and (33)) is still valid, but ),( sMME  for those M's and sM 's will not give 
),(
.. ssl MME  anymore; it will give a value below that. (Eq.(12) is the convex hull of the 
lowest-lying ),( sMM  eigenstate energies !) A typical example is a system with an 1>sN  
ground state in zero external magnetic field, like the Nitrogen atom, or a system with a fully 
polarized ground state (again with 0)( =rB v ), with no derivative discontinuity with respect to 
the spin number between -3 and 3 (see Fig. 1), and between –N and N, respectively. This 
means that SDFT is unable to deliver the energy of certain lowest-lying ),( sMM   
energy-eigenstates (where there is no derivative discontinuity with respect to sN  – like the 
)1(
..
±=ssl NE  state of Nitrogen). For such states, a (real) excited-state theory is needed. 
 Fig. 3a displays the energy surface yielded by the above formulae, without an external 
magnetic field. It can be seen that there may be a derivative discontinuity at integer N’s, ↑N ’s 
and ↓N ’s. 
 The only exception to the validity of Eqs.(31)-(33) are cases where the addition of an 
electron to the ground state, e.g., to get the ground state with N+1 electrons goes together with 
(M+1,Ms+1) 
(M↑+1,M↓) 
(M+1,Ms-1) 
(M↑,M↓+1) 
(M,Ms+2) 
(M↑+1,M↓-1) 
(M,Ms-2) 
(M↑-1,M↓+1) 
(M-1,Ms-1) 
(M↑-1,M↓) 
(M-1,Ms+1) 
(M↑,M↓-1) 
(M,Ms), (M↑,M↓) 
N↑ 
N↓ 
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an additional spin flip. As a consequence, the spin number, instead of increasing/decreasing 
by one, increases/decreases by 3 (or more). In this case, for example, the )2,( −sMME  and 
),( sMME  points of the energy surface, instead of being connected by a triangle with 
)1,1( −− sMME , are connected with )1,1( +− sMME  (see Fig. 2). The corresponding triangle 
formula is  
   )2,(
2
),(
2
1)1,1(),( −+





−−++−=−− s
s
s
s
sss MMEMMEMMEMME
ωω
ωωωω   
(which can be originated from the ),( ssMME ωω −−  version of Eq.(33), by replacing 
)1,1( −− sMME  by )1,1( +− sMME  in it), or for the general case of an arbitrary number k of 
additional spin flips, 
   )2,(
2
),(
2
1)1,1(),( kMMEMMEMMEMME sssssss −+





−−++−=−−
ωω
ωωωω  , (34a) 
with 
   10 ≤≤ ω      and  )1(20 ωω −≤≤ ks  .   (34b) 
As an example, the case of certain transition metals, with a ns2(n-1)d3 electron configuration, 
can be mentioned. Due to a half-filled d shell being energetically advantageous, the addition 
of an electron yields a ns1(n-1)d5 configuration, the spin direction of an ns electron flipping 
additionally. 
 Another exception would be if +<++++− ),()2/1()1,1()2/1()1,1()2/1( sss MMEMMEMME  
)2,()2/1( +sMME ; that is, if )1,1( +− sMME  was connected with )1,1( ++ sMME  by a straight 
line, instead of ),( sMME  being connected with )2,( +sMME . This would mean that there is no 
derivative discontinuity of the energy surface with respect to N at M, but there is a derivative 
discontinuity with respect to 
sN  at sM . Further, the constancy [36], or generally, linearity, 
condition on ),( sNME  between sN  values sM  and 2+sM  would not hold either. (Notice the 
inherent connection between a derivative discontinuity at M and the linear connection of 
)( sME  with )2( +sME  at M.) However, a surface containing segments like this would, or 
could, still be convex. By a condition that the energy ],,,[ BvNME s  given by Eq.(21) is 
convex with respect to M (which is likely in the case of real electronic systems), this case is 
excluded, and Eq.(31) (or the corresponding formulae for the case of additional spin flips, like 
Eq.(34)) is the only formula describing the energy surface Eq.(12). 
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 If a homogeneous magnetic field B is switched on (which case is also embraced by 
Eqs.(31)-(33)), the slope d of the constant-N-line segments of the energy surface will change 
uniformly by Beβ− ; see Fig. 3b. For, 
2
]0,,,[]0,,2,[
2
],,,[],,2,[ vMMEvMMEBvMMEBvMMEd ssss −+−−+=∆  
     
( ) BvMMEvMMEBMvMMEBMvMME essessess βββ −=−+−−−+−+= 2
]0,,,[]0,,2,[
2
]0,,,[)2(]0,,2,[
. (35) 
When, for a given particle number N, a ground-state level crossing is reached as increasing B, 
the integer-N straight-line segment connecting the ground-state and the (until that moment) 
first excited-state energy will become horizontal, i.e., constant-energy. (See also the )(BE  
figure, and the discussion below it, in [19]. In [19], it is shown why the nonuniqueness of 
external magnetic fields [38] implies a discontinuity of the energy derivatives for ground 
states. Note that since any lowest-lying sN  eigenstate will be a ground state at some )(rB
v
, the 
derivative discontinuity is implied by )(rB v 's nonuniqueness in general.) 
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Figure 3. Shape of the energy surface ),( ↓↑ NNE  at a given )(rv
v
 (the O atom, e.g., with rrv /8)( −=v ), 
a) without external magnetic field, and b) with a )0(.)( >= constrB v . 
 
III. Chemical potentials, Kohn-Sham energies, and derivative discontinuities 
 
Chemical potentials 
 
 With the help of the formulae of Sec.II describing the energy surface ),( ↓↑ NNE , the 
derivatives of the energy with respect to N and sN , or ↑N  and ↓N , i.e., the spin-resolved 
chemical potentials, can be easily determined. (The cases where ),(
.. ssl MME  is not convex 
will be discussed at the end of the next subsection.) In the ),( sNN  representation, with the 
help of Eq.(32), 
↑N
 
↓N
 
E 
0 
3βeB -1βeB 
b) 
↑N
 
↓N
 
E 
N=2 
0 
a) 
0=sN
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 ( ) ],,,[],,1,1[],,1,1[
2
1],,,[ BvMMEBvMMEBvMME
N
BvMNE
sss
s
−−++++==
+
+
∂
∂µ  
      
sN
AAA −=+−= ↓↑ )(2
1
        (36a) 
and 
 ( )],,1,1[],,1,1[
2
1],,,[],,,[ BvMMEBvMMEBvMME
N
BvMNE
sss
s
−−++−−==
−
−
∂
∂µ  
      
sN
III −=+−= ↓↑ )(2
1
        (36b) 
arise for ],,,[/ BvMN s−+µ , with M being the integer part of N. (For simplicity in notation, the 
arguments of ],,,[/ BvMN s−+µ , ],,,[ BvMMA sσ , and ],,,[ BvMMI sσ  are not displayed.) The 
chemical potential µ thus gives (minus) the average of the spin-up and spin-down electron 
affinities, or ionization potentials, which can be considered also as the electron affinity, or the 
ionization potential, along constant spin number, respectively. 
sµ , on the other hand, yields 
signed half excitation energies. From Eq.(33), 
  ( )],,,[],,2,[
2
1],,,[ BvMMEBvMME
N
BvNME
ss
s
s
s −+==
+
+
∂
∂µ   (37a) 
and 
  ( )],,2,[],,,[
2
1],,,[ BvMMEBvMME
N
BvNME
ss
s
s
s −−==
−
−
∂
∂µ  .  (37b) 
As can be seen, +
sµ  gives half of the (minimum) energy "needed" to turn a spin-down electron 
into a spin-up electron, while −
sµ  gives half of the energy "gained" by turning a spin-up 
electron into a spin-down one. 
 In the ),( ↓↑ NN  representation, the spin-resolved chemical potentials are obtained from 
Eq.(31) as 
  ↑↓↑↓↑
+↑
↓↑+
↑ −=−+== ABvMMEBvMMEN
BvMNE ],,,[],,,1[],,,[ ∂
∂µ  , (38a) 
  ↑↓↑↓↑
−
↑
↓↑−
↑ −=−−== IBvMMEBvMMEN
BvMNE ],,,1[],,,[],,,[ ∂
∂µ  , (38b) 
  ↓↓↑↓↑
+↓
↓↑+
↓ −=−+== ABvMMEBvMMEN
BvNME ],,,[],,1,[],,,[ ∂
∂µ  , (39a) 
and 
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  ↓↓↑↓↑
−
↓
↓↑−
↓ −=−−== IBvMMEBvMMEN
BvNME ],,1,[],,,[],,,[ ∂
∂µ  . (39b) 
−
↑µ  ( −↓µ ) thus gives the negative of the minimum energy needed to remove a spin-up (spin-
down) electron, while +↑µ  ( +↓µ ) gives the negative of the maximum energy gained by adding a 
spin-up (spin-down) electron to the ),( ↓↑ MM -electron system. 
 In Eqs.(36)-(39), the chemical potentials are calculated at 
ss MN = , MN = , ↓↓ = MN , 
and ↑↑ = MN , respectively, but with the help of Eqs.(31)-(33), they can easily be determined at 
other points, too. 
 
Highest-occupied and lowest-unoccupied Kohn-Sham spin energies and energy 
differences 
 
 Separating the single-particle kinetic energy functional ],[ ↓↑ nnTs  in ],[ ↓↑ nnF  yields 
the SDFT Euler-Lagrange equations Eq.(8) in the form 
     ↑
↑
↑
↓↑
=+ µδ
δ )()(
],[
rv
rn
nnT
KS
s v
v     (40a) 
and 
     ↓
↓
↓
↓↑
=+ µδ
δ )()(
],[
rv
rn
nnT
KS
s v
v  ,    (40b) 
with 
   )()()(
]),[],[()( rBrv
rn
nnTnnF
rv ez
s
KS
vv
v
v βτδ
δ σσ
σ
σ
−+
−
=
↓↑↓↑
 ,    (41) 
where zτ  denotes the third Pauli matrix (with 1=↑↑zτ  and 1−=↓↓zτ ). The above equations are 
the SDFT Euler-Lagrange equations for a system of noninteracting identical fermions with the 
given N and Ns in external electrostatic and (collinear) magnetic fields ( ))()(
2
1
rvrv KSKS
vv ↓↑ +  and 
( ))()(
2
1
rvrv KSKS
e
vv ↓↑
−− β . Such a system is described by the single-particle Schrödinger equations 
   )()()()(
2
1 2
rururvru iiiKSi
vvvv ↑↑↑↑↑
=+∇− ε  , ↑= Ni ,...,1  ,  (42a) 
   )()()()(
2
1 2
rururvru iiiKSi
vvvv ↓↓↓↓↓
=+∇− ε  , ↓= Ni ,...,1  ,  (42b) 
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the spin-polarized Kohn-Sham equations. Consequently, ↑µ  and ↓µ  emerge on the basis of 
Eqs.(38) and (39), with ))]()(()),()((,,[ 2121.. rvrvrvrvNNE KSKSKSKSps e
vvvv ↓↑↓↑
↓↑ −−+ β , as  
   
+↑
+
=
↓
=
+↑
=
↓
+
=
+↑+
↑ ↑
↓↑↓↑
=







+−







+= ∑∑∑∑ , 1
11
,
1
1
1
,
N
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i εεεεεµ  ,   (43a) 
   
−↑
=
↓
−
=
−↑
=
↓
=
−↑−
↑ ↑
↓↑↓↑
=







+−







+= ∑∑∑∑ ,
1
1
1
,
11
,
N
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i εεεεεµ  ,   (43b) 
and 
   
+↓
+
=
+↓
=
↑
+
=
+↓
=
↑+
↓ ↓
↓↑↓↑
=







+−







+= ∑∑∑∑ , 1
1
,
1
1
1
,
1
N
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i εεεεεµ  ,   (44a) 
   
−↓
−
=
−↓
=
↑
=
−↓
=
↑−
↓ ↓
↓↑↓↑
=







+−







+= ∑∑∑∑ ,
1
1
,
11
,
1
N
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i
N
i
i εεεεεµ  .   (44b) 
In Eqs.(43) and (44), +,σε i  ( −,σε i ) denotes the KS energies obtained with the right- (left-) side 
KS potential )(, rvKS v+σ  ( )(, rvKS v−σ ) [i.e., with right- (left-) side derivatives in Eqs.(40) and (41)] 
inserted into the KS equations [Eq.(42)]. (There being no + or – in the superscript means a 
free choice of the asymptotic value of the corresponding KS potential.) The electrostatic part 
of the KS potential, ( ))()(
2
1
rvrv KSKS
vv ↓↑ + , does not necessarily go to zero at infinity, contrary to a 
"real" potential )(rv v ; however, this does not cause any problem in Eqs.(43) and (44), since a 
shift of the electrostatic potential does not alter the relative positions of the single-particle 
energies. The only criterion in obtaining Eqs.(38) and (39), and Eqs.(36) and (37), was the 
convexity of ),( sMME , which holds for any noninteracting-electron system, irrespective of 
the asymptotic value of the electrostatic potential (see Appendix A). It has to be mentioned 
here that for not noninteracting-(v,B)-representable ( ))(),( rnrn vv ↓↑ s (or ( ))(),( rnrn s vv s) [39], with 
hole(s) below the spin-HOMOs, or with a nonexisting ],[ ↓↑ nnTs  derivative, the above (and 
following) identification of the chemical potentials as KS energies (or energy differences, 
below) breaks down, just as in the spin-independent case. 
 Since the chemical potential of the KS system equals the chemical potential of the 
corresponding interacting system by construction (see Appendix B), by confronting Eqs.(43) 
and (44) with Eqs.(38) and (39), the highest occupied KS spin-orbital energies ↑
↑N
ε  and ↓
↓N
ε  
are identified as the negatives of the spin-up and spin-down ionization potentials of the 
),( ↓↑ NN –electron system, respectively, and the lowest unoccupied KS spin-orbital energies 
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↑
+↑ 1N
ε  and ↓ +↓ 1Nε  are identified as the negatives of the spin-up and spin-down electron affinities; 
i.e., 
      σ
σ
σ
ε AN −=
+
+
,
1      (45a) 
and 
      σ
σ
σ
ε IN −=
−,
 .     (45b) 
It is worth noting that in the derivation of Eqs.(45), no explicit involvement of fractional 
occupations has been needed. Eqs.(45) intuitively are a straightforward generalization of the 
spin-independent result, Eq.(17). Chan [34] has also obtained them, together with Eqs.(38) 
and (39); however, without a correct analytical description of ),( sNNE , they were not 
rigorously established. 
 In the ),( sNN  representation, separating ],[ ss nnT  in ],[ snnF  yields the SDFT Euler-
Lagrange equations Eq.(7) in the form 
     µδ
δ
=+ )()(
],[
rv
rn
nnT
KS
ss v
v     (46a) 
and 
     s
s
KS
s
ss rv
rn
nnT µδ
δ
=+ )()(
],[ v
v  ,    (46b) 
with 
    )()(
]),[],[()( rv
rn
nnTnnF
rv sssKS
v
v
v
+
−
= δ
δ
   (47a) 
and 
    )()(
]),[],[()( rB
rn
nnTnnF
rv e
s
ssss
KS
v
v
v βδ
δ
−
−
=  .   (47b) 
(This ],)[( sKS nnrv v , of course, is not the same as ])[( nrvKS v  of spin-independent DFT.) The 
corresponding single-particle equations are 
  ( ) )()()()()(
2
1
,2
rururvrvru i
s
ii
s
KSKSi
vvvvv ↑↑↑↑
=++∇− ε  , ↑= Ni ,...,1  ,  (48a) 
  ( ) )()()()()(
2
1
,2
rururvrvru i
s
ii
s
KSKSi
vvvvv ↓↓↓↓
=−+∇− ε  , ↓= Ni ,...,1  .  (48b) 
The chemical potentials µ and 
sµ  can now be given on the basis of Eqs.(36) and (37) as 
    ( ) ( ))(
2
1)(
2
1 )/(,
1
)/(,
1 ∞++∞+=
+−+↓
+
+−+↑
+
+
↓↑ KS
s
NKS
s
N vv εεµ  
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          ( ) ( ) ( )+↓ ++↑ ++↓+↑−+↓ +−+↑ + ↓↑↓↑ +=∞+∞++= , 1, 1,,)/(, 1)/(, 1 21)()(2121 NNKSKSsNsN vv εεεε  , (49a) 
    
)/(,)/(,
2
1
2
1
−+↓−+↑−
↓↑
+= sN
s
N εεµ  
          ( ) ( ) ( )−↓−↑−↓−↑−+↓−+↑
↓↑↓↑
+=∞+∞++= ,,,,)/(,)/(,
2
1)()(
2
1
2
1
NNKSKS
s
N
s
N vv εεεε  ,  (49b) 
and 
        =
















+−







+= ∑∑∑∑
↓↑↓↑
=
+↓
=
+↑
−
=
+↓
+
=
+↑+
N
i
s
i
N
i
s
i
N
i
s
i
N
i
s
is
1
,
1
,
1
1
,
1
1
,
2
1
εεεεµ ( )+↓+↑ + ↓↑ − sNsN ,, 121 εε  , (50a) 
        =
















+−







+= ∑∑∑∑
+
=
−↓
−
=
−↑
=
−↓
=
−↑− ↓↑↓↑
1
1
,
1
1
,
1
,
1
,
2
1 N
i
s
i
N
i
s
i
N
i
s
i
N
i
s
is εεεεµ ( )−↓ +−↑ ↓↑ − sNsN , 1,21 εε  . (50b) 
Above, +si ,σε  ( −si ,σε ) denotes the KS energies obtained with the KS potential 
)()( , rvrv sKSzKS vv +− + σστ  [ )()( , rvrv sKSzKS vv −− + σστ ] inserted into the KS equations. (The asymptotic 
constant of )(rvKS v , as )(∞+KSv  or )(∞−KSv , can be chosen freely, since it cancels out in 
Eqs.(50). The equalities ( ))()(
2
1)( ,, ∞+∞=∞ ±↓±↑± KSKSKS vvv , used in Eqs.(49), will be derived later; 
see Eqs.(62) and (63).) 
 Eqs.(49) and (50) determine the gaps in ],[ snnF 's derivative in terms of KS energies. 
Comparing with Eq.(37), Eq.(50) gives the excitation energies to states with )( ss MN =  
increased/decreased by 2 via KS energies in an intuitively appealing way, 
   
+↓+↑
+ ↓↑
−
s
M
s
M
,,
1 εε ],,,[],,2,[ BvMMEBvMME ss −+=  ,   (51a) 
   
−↓
+
−↑
↓↑
−
s
M
s
M
,
1
, εε ],,2,[],,,[ BvMMEBvMME ss −−=  ,   (51b) 
with 2/)( sMMM +=↑  and 2/)( sMMM −=↓ . (Note the importance of the s index of the 
single-particle energies, implying a shift of the spin-up and spin-down energies relative to 
each other, as compared to ↑iε  and ↓iε ; see Eq.(70) of the next subsection.) Thus, provided 
one has an accurate approximation for ],[ ↓↑ nnExc  ( ],[ sxc nnE= ) that properly incorporates the 
derivative discontinuities, from one KS calculation one can obtain the energies of 7 states, 
namely, the energies of the ),( sMM , )2,( ±sMM , )1,1( ±+ sMM , )1,1( ±− sMM  lowest-
lying energy eigenstates. (Obtaining the density and the spin density from a KS calculation, 
using a given pair of xc energy derivatives, then all the necessary xc derivative discontinuities 
can be determined from ],[ ↓↑ nnExc .) Of course, it is possible that one has an approximate 
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],[ ↓↑ nnExc  that accounts for the discontinuities only along )(rn
v
σ 's (but not along )(rns v ), 
e.g.; in that case, the excitation energies will not be obtained with one calculation. 
 Besides leading to real excitation energies via Eq.(51), the use of the KS spin-
potentials of the ),( sNN  representiation, ( ))()( rvrv sKSKS vv +  and ( ))()( rvrv sKSKS vv − , has another 
advantageous consequence: It restores the Aufbau principle, observed to break down (for the 
Li atom) in the case of KS spin-potentials with zero asymptotic value [40]. For Li (with 
1−=sN ), without external magnetic field, +sµ 0])1,3[]1,3[( =−==−=== ss MMEMME , 
which gives +↓+↑
+ ↓↑
=
s
M
s
M
,,
1 εε , in the place of −↓−↑ + ↓↑ <
,,
1 MM εε , corresponding to )(, rvKS
v
−↑
 and )(, rvKS v−↓ , 
with 0)(),( =∞−↓↑KSv . That is, with ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv +− +  and ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv +− − , the Aufbau is 
restored. In the case of 1=sN , these spin-potentials should be replaced by ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv −− +  
and ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv −− − . These considerations can be applied generally for ground-state, open-
shell systems, with 0≠sN , without an external magnetic field. In the case of closed-shell 
systems (with no magnetic field), where −↓−↑
↓↑
=
,,
MM εε  (i.e., the Aufbau is valid), now it has to be 
examined whether shifting )(, rvKS v−↑  and )(, rvKS v−↓  to ( ))()( /, rvrv sKSKS vv −+− +  and ( ))()( /, rvrv sKSKS vv −+− − , 
respectively, ruins the Aufbau principle. Of course, ),()2,( ss MMEMME >+  (and 
),()2,( ss MMEMME >− ) for the systems in question, hence +↓+↑ + ↓↑ > sMsM ,, 1 εε  (and −↑−↓ + ↑↓ > sMsM ,, 1 εε ); 
but the question is whether +↓
+
+↑
↓↑
< sM
s
M
,
1
, εε  ( −↑ +−↓ ↑↓ < sMsM , 1, εε ). To prove +↓ ++↑ ↓↑ < sMsM , 1, εε , we start from 
the trivial −↓
+
−↓
↓↓
< , 1
,
MM εε . Since −↑−↓ ↑↓ =
,,
MM εε  for closed-shell systems with no magnetic field 
(where )()( ,, rvrv KSKS vv −↓−↑ = , and ↓↑ = MM ), we have −↓ +−↑ ↓↑ < , 1, MM εε , i.e., 0, 1, <− −↓ +−↑ ↓↑ MM εε . Now, we 
utilize the result of Savin et al. [27] that for closed-shell systems, the difference between the 
LUMO and the HOMO spin-unresolved KS energy gives a value that is between the energies 
of the triplet and the singlet excitation from the HOMO; consequently, 
−−
+ −<−+ 2/12/),()2,( MMss MMEMME εε . From this, since the KS potential (with zero 
asymptotic value) of spin-independent DFT equals )(),( rvKS v−↓↑  for the considered case, 
−↓−↑
+ ↓↑
−<−+ ,, 1),()2,( MMss MMEMME εε  emerges. This has the consequence that 0)(, <∞+sKSv , 
on the basis of Eq.(69a). Adding 0)(2 , <∞+sKSv  to the above 0, 1, <− −↓ +−↑ ↓↑ MM εε , and applying 
)(,,, ∞+= +−↑+↑
↑↑
s
KSM
s
M vεε  and )(,, 1, 1 ∞−= +−↓ ++↓ + ↓↓
s
KSM
s
M vεε , we finally have +↓ ++↑ ↓↑ <
s
M
s
M
,
1
, εε . ( −↑ +−↓ ↑↓ < sMsM , 1, εε  
can be proved similarly.) For completeness, we mention that in the case of open-shell systems 
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with 0<sN  [or 0>sN ], the Aufbau principle remains valid with ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv −− +  and 
( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv −− −  [or ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv +− +  and ( ))()( , rvrv sKSKS vv +− − ], too, on the basis of similar 
arguments as these, if the result of [27] is generalizable for open-shell systems. 
 If there is a missing derivative discontinuity of the energy along 
sN , the relation with 
excitation energies modifies. sµ  (times sM∆ ) will give the excitation energy not to the 
)2( ±sM  energy-eigenstate, but to the next )( ss MM ∆+  energy-eigenstate where there is no 
missing discontinuity. Since ),(..
.. s
ps
sl MME  of noninteracting systems is always convex in Ms 
(see Appendix A), Eq.(50) never breaks down because of a missing Ns-derivative 
discontinuity of Es.p.(N,Ns), defined by Eq.(12) with a single-particle Hamiltonian (the lowest-
energy state with an Ms will always be an energy eigenstate for noninteracting systems, i.e., 
),(),( ..
..
..
s
ps
sls
ps MMEMME = , contrary to the situation sketched in Fig.1; consequently, 
though there are no Ns-derivative discontinuities of the energy Eq.(12) at certain Ms’s for 
noninteracting systems either, they are not "missing" discontinuities). In the case of the 
ground-state Nitrogen atom (with, say, 3−=sN ) without external magnetic field, e.g., +sµ  is 
zero (see Fig.1); that is, Eq.(50) says that +↑
+↑
s
N
,
1ε  equals +↓ ↓
s
N
,ε . If a homogeneous magnetic field 
B (<0) is switched on, +↑
+↑
s
N
,
1ε  and +↓ ↓
s
N
,ε  will shift relative to each other. The connection of 
+↓+↑
+ ↓↑
−
s
N
s
N
,,
1 εε  with excitation energies will be +↓+↑ + ↓↑ −
s
N
s
N
,,
1 εε ( )),()6,(3
1
ss NNENNE −+= ; that is, 
turning all 3 spin-down p electrons of the KS noninteracting system into the opposite 
direction will give the excitation energy of Nitrogen from its 3−=sN  ground state to its 
3=sN  excited state, which is quite appealing intuitively. The shift of energy levels due to B 
can be given explicitly as BNNENNE ess β6),()6,( −=−+  and BesNsN βεε 2,, 1 −=− +↓+↑ + ↓↑  
(obtained from Eqs.(47) and (48), with the orbitals remaining unchanged as increasing –B), 
confirming the above relation. 
 In contrast to the above, in the cases described in the paragraph containing Eq.(34), it 
is ↑µ  (or ↓µ ) what modifies. In the example displayed in Fig. 2, ),( ↓↑−↑ MMµ  will give  
    ( ))1,1()1,(),(2 +−+−−= ↓↑↓↑↓↑−↑ MMEMMEMMEµ )1,1(),( +−−+−= ↓↑↓↑↓ MMEMMEI    (52) 
instead of ↑− I , for instance. 
 Having the negatives of the highest occupied KS spin-orbital energies identified with 
spin-resolved ionization potentials, the asymptotic value of the left-side Kohn-Sham spin-
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potentials can be shown to be zero, similar to the spin-independent case [25,26]. Gritsenko 
and Baerends [41] (see also [40]) have obtained the following result for )(∞σKSv : 
     )(∞−=− σσσ σε KSN vI  ,       (53) 
i.e., the highest-occupied spin-up (spin-down) KS energy calculated with an effective 
potential vanishing at infinity equals minus the spin-up (spin-down) ionization potential. 
(Note that Eq.(53) can be generalized to obtain an approximate, but rather accurate, DFT 
analog of Koopmans' theorem [41,40].) Comparing Eq.(53) with Eq.(45b), one immediatelly 
finds 
            0)(, =∞−σKSv  .       (54) 
We emphasize here the formal nature of Eqs.(45a) and (51) in the sense that without knowing 
the asymptotic values of the KS spin-potentials relative to which the KS energies in those 
equations are to be measured, Eqs.(45a) and (51) are of no (direct) practical use. But we note 
also that similarly to the spin-independent case (where on the basis of AN −=+ +1ε , it is possible 
to calculate the electron affinity from known densities ],)[( vNrn v  and ],1)[( vNrn +v ), 
Eqs.(45a) and (51) make it possible to obtain σA−  [34] and ),()2,( ss MMEMME −± , 
provided one has a knowledge of the corresponding densities in a given )(rv v  and B. 
 
Derivative discontinuities 
 
 Accounting for the derivative discontinuities of the energy surface is essential. This 
shows well in transforming from the ),( ↓↑ NN  representation to the ),( sNN  representation. 
The energy ),( sNNE  can be obtained from ),( ↓↑ NNE  via the transformation 
     ],,2/)(,2/)([],,,[ BvNNNNNNEBvNNE sss −=+== ↓↑  .    (55) 
Differentiating the above relation with respect to N and Ns yields 
  








+=
+↓
↓↑
+↑
↓↑
+
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE s
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂ ],,,[],,,[
2
1],,,[
    (56) 
and 
  








−=
−
↓
↓↑
+↑
↓↑
+
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
s
s
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂ ],,,[],,,[
2
1],,,[
 .    (57) 
In Eqs.(56) and (57), it has been taken into account that increasing N while Ns is kept fixed is 
possible only if both ↑N  and ↓N  are increased, while increasing sN  along a fixed N can be 
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done only if ↑N  is increased and ↓N  is decreased. Eq.(56) is in complete accordance with 
Eqs.(36a), (38a) and (39a). However, Eq.(57), with Eqs.(37a), (38a) and (39b), would give 
that the excitation energy from the ),( ↓↑ MM  lowest-energy state to the )1,1( −+ ↓↑ MM  
lowest-energy state equals ↑↓ − AI  (of the ),( ↓↑ MM  state), which is not true. That is, Eq.(57) 
is not valid at integer N's (except for metals, with 0=− AI ). This is because of the integer-N 
derivative-discontinuity line between )1,( −↓↑ MME  and ),1( ↓↑ + MME . Since there are no 
integer-Ns derivative-discontinuity lines, Eq.(56) never breaks down. Transformations like 
Eqs.(56) and (57) between partial derivatives corresponding to different, rotated coordinate 
systems are valid fully only if the multivariable function in question is fully differentiable at 
the given point. It is worth mentioning that if there are no discontinuities in ),( ↓↑ NNE ’s 
derivatives at some point, then there can be no discontinuities in ),( sNNE ’s derivatives either, 
since if there is no discontinuity in σNNNE ∂∂ ↓↑ /),(  ( ↓=↑,σ ), there is no discontinuity in 
NNNE s ∂∂ /),( , according to Eq.(56), but this means that Eq.(57) is valid, which then implies 
that there is no discontinuity in ss NNNE ∂∂ /),(  (since there are no discontinuities in 
σNNNE ∂∂ ↓↑ /),( ) – this would give 0)()(, =∞−+sKSv  (see Eq.(70) below). 
 In the transformation from the ),( sNN  representation to the ),( ↓↑ NN  representation, 
the connection between the energy derivatives emerges as 
       
+++↑
↓↑ +=
s
ss
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂ ],,,[],,,[],,,[
    (58) 
and 
       
−++↓
↓↑
−=
s
ss
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
N
BvNNE
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂ ],,,[],,,[],,,[
 .    (59) 
However, Eq.(58), with Eqs.(38a), (36a), and (37a), would give that the excitation energy 
from the ),( sMM  lowest-energy state to the )2,( +sMM  lowest-energy state equals ↑↓ − AA , 
which is not true. This is because Eq.(58) does not hold for integer ↓N 's due to the integer- ↓N  
derivative-discontinuity lines. In the case there is no integer- ↓N  derivative-discontinuity line, 
))1,1(),(()1,1(),(),()2,( ++−−−+−=−+ ssssss MMEMMEMMEMMEMMEMME  becomes true. 
(For example, the energy surface for the carbon atom above the ),( sNN -plane segment 
determined by (6,-2), (6,2), (7,3), and (7,-3) is constant; consequently, all energy differences 
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above this segment will be zero, which makes the above equality trivially valid.) Similar 
considerations are valid in the case of Eq.(59), and for left-side σN -derivatives too. 
 The discontinuities of the derivatives of the energy lead to discontinuities in the KS 
potential. These are usually characterized by the differences in the potential's asymptotic 
value on the two sides of the discontinuities. Since the external and the classical Coulomb part 
of the KS potential have no discontinuity, the discontinuity of the KS potential is the 
discontinuity of the exchange-correlation potential. The discontinuity of the KS potential has 
proved to have physical significance, most notably in explaining the band gap problem of 
DFT [42] and in accounting for the correct dissociation of molecules [13,43]. Recently, 
increased attention has been focused on its investigation, both in ground-state and in time-
dependent density functional theory; see [44,45], for example. 
 The discontinuities of the KS potential can be obtained on the basis of Eqs.(45) and 
(51). In the case of the spin-up and spin-down components, )(rvKS vσ , this can be done similarly 
as in the spin-independent case. (We will apply a more elementary argument than the usual 
one, involving 
−+
↓↑
/)(
],[
rn
nnTs
v
σδ
δ
.) Write Eqs.(43) as 
     σ
σσ
σ
ε ArvKSN −=+
∗+∗
+ )(,, 1 v      (60a) 
and 
     σ
σσ
σ
ε IrvKSN −=+
∗−∗ )(,, v  ,     (60b) 
where ∗,σε i  denote the KS energies corresponding to )(, rvKS v∗σ  for which 0)(, =∗∗ rvKS vσ  (the usual 
choice for ∗rv  is ∞ , assuming that the KS potential at infinity is the same in all directions). 
Then subtract Eq.(60b) from Eq.(60a) to find 
   ( ) ( ) ( )σσσσσσσ σσ εε NNKSKSxc AIrvrv −−−=−=∆ +−+ 1,, )()( vv       (61) 
(where the * are suppressed; σ
σ
ε N  and 
σ
σ
ε 1+N  are measured from a common point). Eq.(61) is 
the spin-resolved version of ( ) ( )NNxc AI εε −−−=∆ +1 , which explains the band gap problem 
of DFT (i.e., the difference between AI −  and the corresponding KS gap, NN εε −+1 ) through 
the discontinuity of the xc potential [42]. The difference between the left- and the right-side 
derivative of ],[ ↓↑ nnTs  with respect to σn  can be obtained simply on the basis of Eq.(41) 
(with Eqs.(8), (38), (39) and (61)), as 
    
−
↓↑
+
↓↑
− )(
],[
)(
],[
rn
nnT
rn
nnT ss
vv
σσ δ
δ
δ
δ σσ
σσ
εε NN −= +1  .     (62) 
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We note here that to establish Eq.(61), or its spin-independent version, it is crucial that the 
left- and right-side KS potentials (or, the left- and the right-side derivative(s) of the single-
particle kinetic-energy density functional) differ only by a constant – for which however only 
plausible arguments had been given [33a] until very recently. It has been shown in [19] (see 
also [46]) that the constant difference follows from the nature of the one-sided derivatives 
itself. Since the left- and the right-side derivative of a continuous functional A[n] at a given 
point can be considered as the derivatives of two different fully differentiable functionals that 
are equal over the domain of )(rn v s with the given N, they can differ only by a constant (with 
respect to rv ) [46]. (The explicit proof is given in the Appendix of [19].) All this, of course, is 
valid with the possible exceptions of zero-measure sets of the rv  space. 
 The discontinuities of the two components of the KS potential in the ),( sNN  
representation can be connected with the discontinuities of the two )(rvKS vσ 's. Since Eq.(56), 
and more generally, 
     








+=
−+↓−+↑−+ )()()( )()(2
1
)( rnrnrn vvv δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
 ,      (63) 
holds, )(rvKS v  is related with )(rvKS vσ 's by 
          ( ))()(
2
1)( ,, rvrvrv KSKSKS vvv ±↓±↑± +=  .      (64) 
Therefore, for the discontinuity ( ))()( rvrv KSKSxc vv −+ −=∆  of )(rvKS v , 
        ( )↓↑ ∆+∆=∆ xcxcxc 21        (65) 
emerges. With the use of Eq.(54), the left side of the discontinuity is found to be fixed as 
       0)( =∞−KSv  .       (66) 
(This is the reason why )(rvKS v−  was chosen to be inserted into Eqs.(48) to define the KS 
energies +si ,σε  and −si ,σε .) 
 In the case of the spin component of the KS potential, the above procedure does not 
work, since Eq.(57) does not hold; i.e., for density-functional derivatives, 
          








−≠
+−↓−+↑−+ )()()( )()(2
1
)( rnrnrns vvv δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
     (67) 
(at integer N). Instead, by comparing the two sets of KS equations Eqs.(42) and (48), one 
obtains 
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         ( ) ↑↑↑ −=−+ isiKSsKSKS rvrvrv εε ,)()()( vvv    (68a) 
and 
         ( ) ↓↓↓ −=−− jsjKSsKSKS rvrvrv εε ,)()()( vvv    (68b) 
(where )(rvsKS v , si ,↑ε  and sj ,↓ε  are +, or –, simultaneously, and the same holds for )(rvKS v↑  and 
↑
iε , and for )(rvKS v↓  and ↓jε ). From Eq.(68), then, 
   ( )↓↓↑ +↑↓↑ + ↓↑↓↑ +−−+−= NKSNKSsNsNsKS rvrvrv εεεε )()(21)( 1,, 1 vvv  .    (69) 
This, with the use of Eq.(51), and utilizing Eq.(54), yields 
  ( ))(),()2,(
2
1)( ,, 1, −↓−↑ ++ ↓↑ −−−+=∞ MMss
s
KS MMEMMEv εε   
    ( )↓−↑+↑↑ −∞−∞++−+= IvvAMMEMME KSKSss )()(),()2,(21 ,,  (70a) 
and 
  ( ))(),()2,(
2
1)( ,, 1, −↑−↓ +− ↑↓ −−−−−=∞ MMss
s
KS MMEMMEv εε  
    ( )↑−↓+↓↓ −∞−∞++−−−= IvvAMMEMME KSKSss )()(),()2,(21 ,,  (70b) 
(note that 0)(),( =∞−↓↑KSv ). To obtain the second equality in Eqs.(70), Eq.(45) has been utilized. 
It can be seen that ( ) 0)()(
2
1)( )(,)(,)(, ≠∞−∞−∞ +−↓−+↑−+ KSKSsKS vvv , in accordance with the energy 
derivative discontinuity analyzed below Eq.(57). Subtracting Eq.(70b) from Eq.(70a) gives 
  ( ))(),()2,(),()2,(
2
1
,,
1
,,
1
−↑−↓
+
−↓−↑
+ ↑↓↓↑
−+−−−−+−+=∆ MMMMssss
s
xc MMEMMEMMEMME εεεε  
        ( )↓↑↓↓↑↑ ∆+∆+−+−+−−+−+= xcxcssss IAIAMMEMMEMMEMME ),()2,(),()2,(21  .  (71) 
Comparing this result with ( )↓↑ ∆+∆=∆ xcxcsxc 21 , which would emerge if Eq.(57) (and the 
corresponding equation with the signs in the subscripts changed to the opposite) held, shows 
the effect of the derivative discontinuity at integer N's (because of which Eq.(57) does not 
hold). 
 Eq.(70) can be obtained also by following similar arguments as in the case of Eq.(61) 
previously: Write the KS energies in Eqs.(51) as )(,, 1, 1 ∗+∗↑ ++↑ + += ↑↑ rv sKSMsM
v
εε , )(,,, ∗+∗↓+↓ −=
↓↓
rv sKSM
s
M
v
εε , 
)(,,, ∗−∗↑−↑ +=
↑↑
rv sKSM
s
M
v
εε , and )(,, 1, 1 ∗−∗↓ +−↓ + −= ↓↓ rv
s
KSM
s
M
v
εε , then subtract the two equations from each 
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other. The discontinuity in ],[ ss nnT ’s derivative with respect to )(rns v  emerges, on the basis 
of Eq.(47b), using Eqs.(7b), (37), and (71), as 
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− )(
],[
)(
],[
rn
nnT
rn
nnT
s
ss
s
ss
vv δ
δ
δ
δ ( )−↑−↓ +−↓−↑ + ↑↓↓↑ −+−= ,, 1,, 121 MMMM εεεε  
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.  (72) 
Notice that Eq.(72) has emerged in spite of Eq.(67). This has the consequence that 
   
−+−+
−=− )(
],[
)(
],[
)(
],[
)(
],[
rn
nnT
rn
nnT
rn
nnT
rn
nnT
s
ss
s
ssssss
vvvv δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
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δ
 ,    (73) 
since Eq.(63) gives 
−+
− )(
],[
)(
],[
rn
nnT
rn
nnT ssss
vv δ
δ
δ
δ
 just as the expression in the second line of 
Eq.(72). 
 Finally, we mention that since the submission of the present paper, a related work by 
Capelle et al. has appeared [47]. Capelle et al. investigate the differences between the spin  
flip energy ),()2,( ss MMEMME −+  [ ),()2,( ss MMEMME −− ] and the corresponding  
KS value ↓↑ + ↓↑ − MM εε 1  [
↑↓
+ ↑↓
− MM εε 1 ], and between the “fundamental spin gap” 
),()2,(),()2,( ssss MMEMMEMMEMME −−+−+  and the corresponding KS gap. They explain 
the differences between the real and the KS spin flip energies with the help of the ensemble 
theory of DFT for excited states [48], attributing them to a kind of derivative discontinuity 
[49] of the excited-state-ensemble xc functional ],[ wwwxc nnE ↓↑  at w=0. They also determine 
these differences in terms of corrections to ↓↑ + ↓↑ − MM εε 1 , or 
↑↓
+ ↑↓
− MM εε 1 , from the single-pole 
approximation of time-dependent DFT for the calculation of excitation energies [50]. In the 
present work, we have shown how the differences in question (denoted by +∆sfxc  and −∆sfxc  in 
[47]) can be explained within the framework of spin-polarized DFT, in the spirit of Perdew et 
al. [13]. We have found that they can be attributed to a nonzero asymptotic value of the spin 
component of the SDFT KS potential (namely, )(2 , ∞+sKSv  and )(2 , ∞− −sKSv ; see Eq.(70)), instead 
of being xc derivative discontinuities. It is then the difference between the real and the KS 
fundamental spin gap, −+ ∆+∆ sfxcsfxc , what emerges as (double of) a derivative discontinuity, 
namely, as ))]()((2[2 ,, ∞−∞=∆ −+ sKSsKSsxc vv  (note that in [47], sxc∆  denotes −+ ∆+∆ sfxcsfxc ). 
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IV. Summary 
 
 Formulae describing the energy surface ),( sNNE  of spin-polarized density functional 
theory, defined by Eq.(12), have been presented, and the shape of the surface has been 
displayed. Based on these results, the negatives of the left/right-side derivatives of the energy 
with respect to N, ↑N , and ↓N  have been shown to give the fixed- sN , spin-up, and  
spin-down ionization potentials/electron affinities, respectively, while the derivative of 
],,,[ BvNNE s  with respect to sN  gives the (signed) half excitation energy to a state with sN  
increased, or decreased, by 2 – provided the convexity of ),(
.. ssl MME  with respect to M and 
sM , with ),(.. ssl MME  denoting the lowest-lying energy-eigenstate with integer particle 
number M and integer spin number sM  that is also a particle-number and a spin eigenstate. 
(The cases where this convexity condition does not hold have also been discussed.) The 
highest occupied and lowest unoccupied Kohn-Sham spin-orbital energies have been 
identified as the corresponding spin-up and spin-down ionization potentials and electron 
affinities, if calculated with the use of the left-side, or the right-side, Kohn-Sham spin-
potentials, respectively. On the other hand, the excitation energies to the states with 2±sM  
can be obtained as the differences between the lowest unoccupied and the opposite-spin 
highest occupied spin-orbital energies, if the ),( sNN  representation of the Kohn-Sham spin-
potentials is used. Besides leading to real excitation energies, the use of the latter spin-
potentials has another advantageous consequence: It restores the Aufbau principle in spin-
polarized Kohn-Sham calculations. The discontinuities of the energy derivatives and the 
Kohn-Sham potentials, which are essential to account for in the development of accurate 
energy density functionals, have been analyzed and related. 
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Appendix A: Convexity of E(M,Ms) for noninteracting systems 
 
 The energy of a noninteracting-electron system in a given ( ))(),( rvrv vv ↓↑  is 
     ∑∑
↓↑
=
↓
=
↑
↓↑ +=
M
i
i
M
i
iMME
11
),( εε  .      (A1) 
Since σε i  follow each other in a monotonously increasing order for both spin indices, 
    ),1(),1(),(2 ↓↑↓↑↓↑ ++−≤ MMEMMEMME   (A2a) 
and 
    )1,()1,(),(2 ++−≤ ↓↑↓↑↓↑ MMEMMEMME  ,  (A2b) 
which means that ),( ↓↑ MME  is convex both in ↑M  and in ↓M . With the use of 
),()1,(),1()1,1(),2( ↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑ −±+±=±±=± MMEMMEMMEMMEMME s  (which follows from 
Eq.(A1)), the sum of Eq.(A2a) and Eq.(A2b) yields 
    ),2(),2(),(2 sss MMEMMEMME ++−≤  .  (A3a) 
Since ),()1,(),1()1,1()2,( ↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑ −+±=±=± MMEMMEMMEMMEMME s mm  holds, too, the 
sum of Eq.(A2a) and Eq.(A2b), but now with a different grouping of the terms, gives also 
    )2,()2,(),(2 ++−≤ sss MMEMMEMME  .  (A3b) 
Eqs.(A3) then mean that ),( sMME  is convex in M, and in Ms. (At fixed spin number/particle 
number, the particle number/spin number can change only by two, if whole particles are 
allowed only.) Note that the proof itself allows holes below the highest-occupied spin-
orbitals, but their filling is not allowed as going from N particles to N+1 particles. However, 
since the energy is actually defined by the lowest-energy state with a given N and Ns, holes 
are excluded. 
 
Appendix B: Equality of interacting and Kohn-Sham chemical potentials 
 
 The equality of the chemical potential of an interacting electron system with that of the 
corresponding KS noninteracting system is an inherent part of the beauty of the KS idea. As 
often noted in the DFT literature, the equality emerges simply by construction (see e.g. [24]). 
Since it plays a key role in obtaining Eqs.(43), (44), (49) and (50), in this Appendix we 
provide a simple argument to show its validity. For simplicity, we consider the spin-
independent case. 
 If a )(rn v  is the ground-state density in some )(rv v  in the interacting case, it satisfies 
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Similarly, if a )(rvρ  is the ground-state density in some )(rw v  in the noninteracting case, it 
satisfies 
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  Both of the above Euler equations can be established with allowing potentials with 
arbitrary asymptotic values, extending the usual domain of DFT. Then ][nv , and ][ρw , will 
give a class of potentials (instead of one potential), which differ only by an overall constant. 
But µ−)(rv v , and 
..
)( psrw µ−v , will be unique; note that cvNcvN +=+ ],[],[ µµ . (Of course, 
if there is a discontinuity in the energy derivative with respect to the particle number, there 
will be a left-side and a right-side version of the equations, and the chemical potentials.) 
 Now, let )(rn v  be a ground-state density corresponding to some )(rv v  in the interacting 
case. Eq.(B1) can be rewritten as 
          µδ
δ
=+ )()(
][
rv
rn
nT
KS
s v
v  ,      (B5) 
with 
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 .     (B6) 
If )(rn v  is noninteracting-w-representable, Eq.(B5) simply means that )(rn v  corresponds to 
)()( rvrw KS vv =  in the noninteracting case, with ],[],[.. vNvN KSps µµ = . That is, 
      
N
vNE
N
vNE KSps
∂
∂
∂
∂ ],[],[
..
=  .      (B7) 
The spin-resolved version is analogous. 
 We note that if one wishes to remain in the usual DFT domain of external potentials 
with zero asymptotic constant, Eq.(B7) can still be obtained – though in a less elegant way, 
without establishing an equality of the chemical potentials. Separating the asymptotic constant 
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in )(rvKS v , )()()( 0 ∞+= KSKSKS vrvrv vv  (assuming the constancy of )(∞KSv ), Eq.(B5) can be 
rewritten as 
    )(],[)()(
][ 0
∞−=+ KSKS
s vvNrv
rn
nT µδ
δ v
v  .      (B8) 
Then )()(0 rwrvKS vv = , and ],[)(],[ 0.. KSpsKS vNvvN µµ =∞− . From the latter, 
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emerges, giving back Eq.(B7) in the end. 
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